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Notes

Everyman in Production: A Dance of Death
A Staging at California State University, Chico (2004)
Jan Hawkley
California State University, Chico
Medieval dramatic works, while historically significant and
intellectually interesting, may seem irrelevant and even
incomprehensible in our day. The language is problematic in
pronunciation, phrasing and word meaning. Allegory today often
is considered didactic and overly simplistic, yielding only onedimensional characters. Medieval society appears obtuse to
modern students, functioning with a totally different worldview
and social hierarchy; medieval concepts of comedy and religion
are difficult for us to grasp today. Additionally, we obviously have
no recordings of actual performances, so we do not know how a
given play was staged; we must surmise medieval staging from
descriptions of performances and artwork from the time.
In spite of these difficulties, or perhaps because of the
challenge, California State University, Chico, mounted a
production of Everyman in the spring of 2004. The Theatre
Department endeavors to provide students with a wide range of
acting experiences, and to that end, the department carefully
selects works from various genres, styles and time periods. A
medieval drama had not been done for quite some time, and since
the performance dates were scheduled for the week before Easter,
Professor Susan Hargrave Pate, the director, believed Everyman,
with its religious themes, was a good fit. The production team, on
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which I served as assistant director, wanted to provide the modern
audience with a medieval experience that would connect to our
time. And in a most unusual move, we decided to stage this textbased show as a dance-drama—not a musical per se, but a show in
which dance and dialogue work in conjunction to convey the
human experience.

Strength, Discretion, Beauty and Five Senses: Photo courtesy of IMC, CSUC

Knowing that the majority of our audience, mostly college
students, would be unfamiliar with the English language of the late
fifteenth century, we opted to contemporize the text rather than
provide pages of notes that would most likely remain unread.
Professor Ernst Schoen-René, a talented faculty member of the
English Department, modernized unfamiliar words and phrasings
while maintaining the rhyme scheme of mostly four-stressed
rhyming couplets; thus “Five Wits” becomes “Five Senses,”
“perceyue” becomes “see” and “ghostly syght” becomes “spiritual
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wisdom.” A comparison of the God’s first lines from the original
and revised texts gives a sense of the differences:
I perceyue, here in my maieste,

I see here in my
majesty

How that all creatures be to me vnkynde,

How those I
created are to me
unkind.

Lyuynge without drede in worldely prosperyte.

Living
without
fear—in worldly
prosperity.

Of ghostly syght the people be so blynde,

Of
spiritual
wisdom they are
so blind

Drowned in synne, they know me not for theyr God.1

They drown in
sin and know no
God.

There is an historical precedent for script variation as a
number of medieval and renaissance texts survive in more than one
version. Since it is quite likely that some scripts were transmitted
orally, variations such as ours seem appropriate. In general, the
contemporization remains meticulously close to the earlier text in
structure and in sense, but it weighs more lightly on the modern
listener’s ear. In altering the words we carefully maintained the
integrity of the sense of the story.
Everyman tells the story of one universal human
experience—death. In this representation of the experience, God
calls on Death to summon Everyman to God and make an
accounting of his life. Everyman fears Death and doesn’t want to
go, but not dying isn’t an option; with the arrival of Death, the
death process has already begun. Most of our actors had little
religious background. We therefore found it necessary to define
1

Everyman ed. A. C. Cawley (Manchester, University of Manchester
Press, 1961), 1-2, lines 22-6.
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religious terms, explain Catholic ritual, and discuss such Christian
concepts as sin and redemption as part of the rehearsal process.
Our actors found that in spite of the specificity of the theology,
they related easily to the human universalities, which we found in
abundance, for instance, the need for others, the desire for material
things, the fear of death. We did not imagine or manufacture these
commonalities by changing words or adding a dance sequence; we
found them embedded in the original text.
In the play, all of the characters are allegorical. Everyman
is both an individual and representative of the entire human race.
Fellowship symbolizes all social ties. Confession represents an
act. Our cast felt some trepidation at acting such abstractions.
Actors need action to reach a goal; they can’t simply be knowledge
or be beauty. There is no action in being. Robert Potter points out
that playwrights crafted morality plays to be acted on a stage
before an audience.2 Indeed, it is that action that makes the moral
exemplum accessible. The script is only the blueprint for a play; it
cannot be considered fully realized except through performance.
Readers often fall into the trap of considering the characters of
Everyman, named for abstractions, as abstractions; when directors
and actors make that mistake the action of the play dies. Once
actors embody those abstractions with actively pursued objectives,
and employ tactics to overcome obstacles to those objectives,
dramatic action abounds. According to the text, Good Deeds tries
desperately to rise, but lacks strength because Everyman has done
so little good in life. Here we have an objective, to rise, and an
obstacle to that objective, lack of strength. In another example,
Everyman fearfully resists Death but over the course of the play
comes to embrace Death as the way to God. When acted, the story
comes alive through shared human experiences—those events that
occur at the time of the performance as well as the remembered
experiences of each individual that shape his or her reception and
interpretation. Through performance, flat abstractions become
2

Robert Potter, The English Morality Play: Origins, History and
Influence of a Dramatic Tradition (Boston: Routledge, 1975) 33-34.
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dimensional specifics. Death wants to take Everyman to God;
Everyman does not want to go. The action begins.

Death Arrives: Photo courtesy of Wayne Pease

Modern stagings of Everyman generally follow one of two
options: either to replicate as nearly as possible what is generally
believed to be the original conditions of performance or to test the
tolerance of the text by mounting a completely modern version.3
Any depiction of the past will be influenced by the present, and in
our efforts to convey the human experience, we drew on modern
experiences to illuminate an understanding of Everyman’s
medieval experience. Thus in evaluating our target audience, we
3

Marion O’Connor describes a performance by the Royal Shakespeare
Company in which the plot line is “enriched” and one actor’s costume consists
of a black corset, a red motorcycle helmet, a black boot on one foot and a pink
spike heeled slipper on the other. See her article “Everyman, The Creation and
The Passion: The Royal Shakespeare Company Medieval Season 1996-1997,”
Medieval and Renaissance Drama in England, 11 (1999), 22-24.
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decided that the closest approximation of Fellowship for college
students would be the “party animal,” so we expanded the scene to
include multiple Fellowship characters. We envisioned Fellowship
as self-absorbed and bent on the pursuit of pleasure. In his
extremity, Everyman turns to his friend because he believes he can
rely on him. At first, Fellowship professes a desire to help; but
once Fellowship finds out the nature of Everyman’s need, he
quickly back-pedals, saying that he will not go with Everyman.
Fellowship is willing to eat, drink, be merry, carouse with lusty
company, and even commit murder, but not to go to God.
We easily connected this medieval allegorical figure to a
contemporary one familiar to a college audience. In envisioning a
crowded frat party and creating the medieval equivalent, the
Fellowship segment becomes a raucously chaotic carnival,
complete with tumbling, juggling, streamers and tambourines, with
dance and dialogue occurring simultaneously throughout. Masks
hide the true identities of the partygoers and literally give them two
faces. Everyman despairs, isolated in the confusion of duplicitous,
self-centered, pleasure seeking.

Everyman’s Frustration with Fellowship: Photo courtesy of Wayne Pease
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We determined that dance could convey some ideas better
than dialogue, so in some instances, such as when Good Deeds
rises, we eliminated dialogue and let the action progress through
dance. Cutting dialogue also gave us the opportunity to change an
issue we found particularly problematic, the scourging scene. In
the text Everyman engages in self-flagellation as part of his
repentance. Self-punishment as part of repentance was an accepted
medieval practice, but we were not sure how our audience would
receive this masochistic enactment. We chose to replace those
lines with a dance in which Everyman gives up the things of the
world and then offers those symbols of worldliness to God.
The comic aspects of Everyman can seem confusing to the
modern audience. R. D. S. Jack writes that the more distant we are
from the original “values and world outlook of earlier comic
works, the more difficult it becomes to appreciate them;” we
simply cannot re-experience the earlier context.4 Comic elements
have a firm grounding in vernacular drama. In the Wakefield
Second Shepherds’ Play, another well-known play from the late
medieval period, the sacred is juxtaposed against the comic,
mirroring the tragicomic nature of life. W. A. Davenport notes:
“the foundation of comic design is the antithesis.”5 In keeping
with the comedic tradition, we chose to play up the humorous
elements of the play present in the text as irony and satire, of
which the episode of the cramped toe is just one example. When
Everyman turns to his family, Kindred and Cousin, they declare
that they will all “live and die together,” standing firm in good
times and in bad. But once they understand what he needs, Cousin
declares a preference for fasting five years on bread and water, and
then justifies the refusal to accompany Everyman by claiming a
cramp in a toe. Kindred will not go either, but in an example of

4

R. D. S. Jack, Patterns of Divine Comedy: A Study of Medieval
English Drama (Cambridge: Brewer, 1989), 1.
5

W. A. Davenport, Fifteenth Century English Drama (Cambridge;
Brewer, 1982), 37.
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the human tendency to try to get someone else to do the dirty work,
he does offer the services of his maid.
Death toys with Everyman from the beginning of the play.
When he first informs Everyman of God’s summons, Everyman
tries to bargain, attempting to bribe him for twelve more years of
life and then pleading for a one-day reprieve. But Death can’t be
bought with gold and silver. When Everyman asks if he can bring
someone with him, Death responds, and I paraphrase, “Sure, if you
can find someone who’ll do it.” But Death knows that Fellowship,
Kindred and Cousin, and Goods won’t and indeed cannot go along
for this ride. So here we find another common human trait, the
desire to tease. Even Death cannot resist having some fun on the
job. And inspired by the Dance of Death tradition, Death is
present in every scene, sometimes participating in and sometimes
observing the action.
William Tydeman6 and Alan H. Nelson7 note that the
original texts of medieval dramas provide minimal clues to the
specifics of their original staging. Indeed, there is no record of
when, where, or under what circumstances Everyman was
performed. We find no definitive evidence of author, cast, or
audience. The performance space could have been indoors in a
hall or outdoors in a market square or the yard of an inn. We find
no indication of the size or configuration of the staging area. Was
it on a raised platform or on the ground? How elaborate was the
scenery? Did the audience surround the players or did the actors
play to a single facing? In trying to create a medieval experience,
we must work with speculation and invention because specifics
remain unknown. For our production, we worked from the
6

William Tydeman, English Medieval Theatre (London: Routledge,

1986), 1.
7

Alan H. Nelson, “Some Configurations of Staging in Medieval
English Drama,” Medieval English Drama: Essays Critical and Contextual, eds.
Jerome Taylor and Alan H. Nelson (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1972), 116.
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premise that our players formed a hypothetical group of actors who
performed in local towns. When discussing medieval drama as a
community activity, Alexandra F. Johnston cites evidence of a
town paying to see a play imported from another town.8 Such
players probably performed in found spaces, incorporating a
minimum of easily adaptable scenic elements into existing features
of the local space.
Historically, God would have been portrayed on a raised
level, perhaps on a balcony or even in a tree, because medieval
staging practices visually emphasized the metaphysical differences
between heaven, earth, and hell through the use of levels. In our
production, God reigns visibly omni-present at the top of a spiral
staircase, overseeing from above all the action of the play. At the
death of Everyman, according to biblical precedence, he would
have stood on the right hand of God;9 unfortunately, our preexisting spiral staircase wound clockwise, so in our show,
Everyman stands at God’s left side.

8

Alexandra F. Johnston, “What if No Texts Survived? External
Evidence for Early English Drama,” Contexts for Early English Drama eds.
Marianne Briscoe and John C. Coldeway (Bloomington: Indiana UP, 1989), 9.
9

Matthew 25:34, “Then shall the King say unto them on his right hand,
Come ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the
foundation of the world.”
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God Reigns Above: Photo courtesy of Wayne Pease

For our production we chose a round configuration that,
according to Tydeman, allows the audience to
feel part of that unit, and hence become participants in an
action taking place all about them. The medieval theatre-inthe-round epitomizes the desire to make theatre a communal
experience.10
10

Tydeman, 103.
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Following the original text, our players address the audience
directly. They also move through, enter from, and exit to, the
audience, bringing spectators into the place and time of the action.
In the Goods scene, dancers move through the audience
seducing spectators as they simultaneously seduce Everyman with
the riches of the world. All his life, Everyman has loved riches.
His Goods have brought him pleasure. In this scene we saw a tie
between addiction to things and then a subsequent enslavement to
debt to pay for those things. The lure of things is very seductive;
Death and Everyman physically struggle over Everyman’s efforts
to bring his goods with him to God. The allegorical character
Goods personifies both the addictive quality of acquisition of and
the subsequent enslavement to those goods. In this seductive
dance, the multiple performers of Goods wear snake costumes and
use ropes to lure and entangle Everyman.

Bound with Ropes of Gold: Photo courtesy of IMC, CSUC

Though our modern world differs greatly from the
medieval world, the inevitability of mortality forms a common
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bond with all humanity. Using dance as an integral part of our
production allowed us to present a uniquely rich exploration of
Everyman’s journey of death.
Through dance, Everyman
experiences the seduction of worldly goods. Through dance,
Everyman experiences the joy of ascension to God. In our
production, we contemporized the text and omitted some of the
text. We left out action that was indicated in the text and added
action that wasn’t. Our production was not true to the original in
every point, but it was true to the original in its intent. We
portrayed a human universality, Everyman’s journey of death, in a
manner accessible to our audience. One audience member, a
young man, commented: “The scene where the snake dancers gave
lap dances was really awesome.” Of course they actually did not
give lap dances, but following medieval tradition, they did move
through the audience. Another young man said, “I cried at the end
when God hugged Everyman. It felt real.” Like those much
earlier audiences, our audience experienced the story on both
sensual and spiritual levels. Our production of Everyman: Dance
of Death did effectively transmit something of the medieval
experience to our modern audience.

Celebration of Death: Photo courtesy of IMC, CSUC
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Jan Hawkley attends California State University, Chico, where she earned
undergraduate degrees in Humanities and Musical Theatre, and expects to
graduate with a Master of English Literature in the Spring of 2007. Jan
received an Irene Ryan nomination from the Kennedy Center American College
Theatre Festival for her work on Everyman and the Kate Drain Lawson Award
for costume and soft-prop designs for Quilters. Jan presents An Action-Driven
Perspective of Shakespeare’s Cressida at RMMLA in October 2006, a
comparison between the writings of Emile Zola and Mahaswata Devi in The
Decay of the Social Body at PAMLA in November 2006, and a discussion of the
influence of African spiritual practices in plays by August Wilson at NEMLA in
March 2007. Her work with community theatre includes choreographing scenes
from Oliver and directing Peter Pan. Most recently, she directed 350 teenagers
in a segment of a 4500-person celebration at the Arco Arena in Sacramento,
California. Jan and her husband are the parents of six children ages 10-24.

